
FOREX trading
on autopilot.
Learn the power of FXIER AutoBots



The information contained herein explains how
FXIER works and may include past performance
data on selected Forex Trading Bots. 

Please note: FXIER does not own any of the
Trading Bots on our platform, nor are we a broker.
Clients simply set up their own broker account and
sign a ‘Limited Power of Attorney’ (LPOA) which
gives access to the client chosen Bot and permits
the broker to pay us the Bot Licensing Fee, which
we pay to the Bot owner (after taking our
marketplace fees).

FXIER is a software
marketplace that connects
high performing Forex
Trading Bots with traders
that want to access them. 



We've done all
the heavy lifting
so you don't
have to.

Our AutoBots are built by
professional traders with a track
record of success. We simply sync
the AutoBot to your account and it
trades while you sleep.



Minimum 3 Years
Trading Evidence
At FXIER we accept technology submissions
from AutoBot Developers. We ask that they
provide 3 years of REAL historical trading
data (not simply theoretical evidence). 



We subscribe to the idea that proven
traders make incredible software that can
be used to trade with confidence. Like an
athlete, the AutoBots we look for trade
hard and consistently. Unlike an athlete,
Bots shouldn’t waver under pressure.

We believe that
computers make
far better traders
than humans. 



PUT OUR BOTS
AGAINST ANY
OTHER; WE DARE
YOU!

We are not aware of any other
AutoBot Marketplace that offers
software that has traded with as
much success as those that we have
sourced. If you know of a better Bot;
we want it on FXIER. 



AVERAGE 46%
RETURN P.A.

(MIN 1.3% TO MAX 7.6% RETURN IN A
SINGLE MONTH) AVERAGE NET RETURN
OVER 3 YEARS OF TRADING HISTORY HAS
BEEN 3.84% PER MONTH (46% P.A.) Based
on historical returns clients would have
earned calculated on the net profit after
Licensing Fees and Brokerage charges. 

AutoBot 27
I N T R O D U C I N G



Average Trades per day

30
Minimum Account Size

NO MINIMUM

Average Return per month

3.84%

AUTOBOT 27 SPECIFICATIONS



This table shows
average 7.68%
return per month
before fees.
Monthly returns shown on this
table are gross before the 50% Bot
Licensing Fee.



PUT OUR BOTS
AGAINST ANY
OTHER; WE DARE
YOU!

Our clients have confidence in the
Bots on FXIER Marketplace because
we only charge if they earn. 

Our clients are happy to share any returns
these Bots achieve them because they
generate on a passive basis that requires
zero effort on their part.



AutoBot27 has
consistently
achieved returns
of 92% on
average per
annum (46% p.a.
after fees).



Gross Return p.a.

92%
Licensing Fee

50%

Trading History

3 years

MORE AUTOBOT 27 SPECIFICATIONS

Setup Fee

1,000 USD
of gross return paid before bot synced



This AutoBot trades the 2 most popular forex pairs
(EURUSD, GBPUSD) It uses 100% technical chart
patterns on 60 minute and 15 minute charts to
identify PULLBACKS in a newly established trend,
overbought / oversold conditions, and double tops
/ bottoms to determine Buys and Sells.

Strategies are programmed for MetaTrader 4
trading platform (the most common and universal
trading platform in the world), and are completely
automated / hands-free. The files are password
protected and can only be accessed / opened via
third-party license key, which is validated in real
time.

Only trades with a 70%+ probability of success are
taken. Signals generated under 70% chance of
winning are ignored. All trades have a STOP LOSS
and PROFIT TARGET in place, each based on
fibonacci retracement / extension levels. 

Technical
Specifications.



Strategies run on two VPS servers with extreme
attention given to security and uptime. The
primary VPS executes all trades, while the backup
VPS monitors API connections and will take over if
the primary server was to crash or drop
connection.

Depending on volatility, there can be anywhere
between 5 and 10 trade setups on a typical day,
and each trade setup may have between 1 and 12
entry points (buys and sells). These are very active
strategies - an average day has ~30 trades.

Technical
Specifications
Continued...



Monthly Compounding
forecast on $50,000 
Based on $50,000 USD starting capital over
3 years based on the historical average
return.
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4 Secure Features
It's the little things that make our
clients feel more comfortable about
trading with FXIER.

24/7 VIEWING 

VIEW RESULTS ONLINE
FROM YOUR PHONE.

LOCKED TO YOUR BANK

ACCOUNTS ONLY ALLOW
WITHDRAWL TO YOU

HIGH WATER LINE

DON'T PAY COMS UNLESS
YOU PROFIT

NEVER OWE THE BROKER

NEGATIVE BALANCE PROTECTION



You only pay IF YOU PROFIT; you’ll pay 50%
on the gross return in Licensing Fees. Our
high water line means that if for any reason
you lose money in a month, you won’t pay
Licensing Fees again until you are back in
profit. 

NEGATIVE BALANCE
PROTECTION

HIGH WATER LINE
OF PROFITS

Our recommended broker offers a
guarantee to never let you owe them
money. The maximum you can lose is your
account balance. 



Wake up; check for earnings. Go to work;
check for earnings. Before bed; check for
earnings. Hourly, daily, weekly or monthly;
you’ll always have access to watch as your
account trades via the online login. 

LOCKED TO YOUR
BANK ACCOUNT

VIEW RESULTS 
24/7 ONLINE 

Most broker platforms allow you to login
and manage your balance, see past trades
and withdraw funds as required. You are in
full control of this and only your approved
bank account can be used to withdraw
funds. This is done for your complete
security. 



Are you ready
to earn like
never before?

That's the power of FXIER AutoBots

SIGN UP

https://www.fxier.com/signup
https://www.fxier.com/signup
https://www.fxier.com/signup

